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Agenda

• Weather: La Niña weather pattern and where it can leave a mark

• Key Gas Fundamentals: Brian talks production & LNG exports this winter 

• The Power Hour Team

– ISONE: Brandon Fong is back with some new twists

– NYISO: Britt Lyons looks at the impact of Indian Point retirement

– PJM & MISO: Bill Sticka covers gas, coal & capacity

– ERCOT: Keith explains ORDC changes and defines a “Blue Sky” day

– CAISO: Greg talks Aliso Canyon storage, the scenic Redondo Beach 

power station, & pipeline maintenance

• Your Qs & our As

• Constellation Tomato Club: Season Wrap Up!



Weather 



La Niña Remains in Place For Winter

Sources: NOAA, CPC, NCEP, NWS, Scientific American December 2012

La Niña Winter Correlation Blocking Correlation
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December and January Forecasts

December Analog Correlation Forecast January 2022

• A highly variable winter pattern is expected. The amount and sustainability of cold will be 

related to atmospheric blocking; other times featuring a milder Pacific flow. 

• Cold outbreaks will be most effective across the North, while Southern States should only 

see brief intrusions of cold air. The most vulnerable area for a severe cold episode is the 

Plains, Midwest and New England. Overall, January should be the coldest month of the 

winter on a nationwide gas consumption basis. 

• In the West, temperatures should average closer to normal. Precipitation is likely to average 

above normal in the Northwest, but below normal in the Southwest. Severe drought will 

probably continue in California and the Four Corners region; possibly expanding into Texas 

and the Southern Plains. 
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Source: Maxar Technologies



Key Natural Gas Drivers



Natural Gas Storage 

• EIA reported an injection of 7 Bcf for the week ending November 5th

• Storage is 3,618 Bcf, -308 Bcf (-8.0%) less than last year and -119 Bcf (-

2.7%) below the 5-year average

• EIA’s monthly Short-Term Outlook (STEO) suggests end March 2022 

storage will be ~1.5 Tcf.  

Customer Takeaway: The storage deficit has narrowed in recent weeks. How the La Niña pattern 

influences weather patterns over Canadian and Great Lakes region will be a key driver of energy 

demand.
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Production Ticks Up & Exports Remain Strong
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• Current U.S. dry gas production estimated 94.3 Bcf/d for last week, continuing week-on-week gains

• Baker Hughes pegs gas rigs at 100 for the week ending 11/5, oil rigs rose by 6 to 450

– Drilling rigs are forecast to increase to an average of 42 in 2022 (6 higher than 2021 average)

• EIA is forecasting an increase in production next year of 4 Bcf/d to 96.4 Bcf/d
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Sources: EIA, Baker Hughes, WSJ 

Customer Takeaway: Producer’s 2022 budgets will look to balance cash flow discipline with supply 

growth as prices remain supported and investment dollars in the sector seem to be making a 

comeback. How producers decide to invest in growing and maintaining production v. returning cash 

is key.



NYMEX Prompt at 2 Month Low

Source: CQG
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Customer Takeaway: U.S. natural gas futures fell over 6% to a three-week low on Tuesday on rising output, lower 

global energy prices and expected lower demand due to increased nuclear and wind power generation over the next 

two weeks. 



Regional ISO Trends



ISONE: ALGC Still Tracking Global Gas Prices
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Customer Takeaway:  Weather will play a crucial role 

for both European and Asian prices this winter. New 

England power and gas will continue to move in 

lockstep with global energy prices as the region 

relies on LNG imports to supplement fuel during 

peak heating demand events. 

• Asian demand for LNG cargoes has 

kept a bid in prices

• European inventories improved late 

in injection season but still lag prior 

years

• Supply flows from Russia have 

moved prices lower following near 

$40/MMBtu levels
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Sources: Constellation, S&P Global Platts, Celsius Energy



ISONE: Index Power Buyers are Exposed to Gas Risk

Customer Takeaway:  Even “normal” winter conditions can expose index markets to brief but sharp 

price spikes. Index Buyers of Gas and Power should be prepared for potential budget impacts from 

short-lived but severe cold weather events.

• Major risks appear in contracting “on-demand” spot LNG cargoes which require 3–4 week lead time and 

the disconnect between International and New England gas prices disincentivizes forward contracting.

• ISO New England equates a $40/MMBtu price for gas to approximately $300/MWh locational marginal 

price (LMP). 
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ISO New England Assesses Winter Risks

Customer Takeaway: ISO New England, like numerous market participants along with FERC, have identified 

elevated risks this winter compared to previous because of the global natural gas price dynamic, alternative fuel 

logistics, and most importantly weather. Dispatch of emergency procedures will yield price spikes in both regional 

gas and power prices. 

Logistics and adequate fuel replenishment will be the key to operating the grid without emergency procedures

Winter Scenario Analysis

• Winter 2020/21 – Milder 

than average with a few 

short cold shots; can 

operate without emergency 

procedures

• Winter 2017/18 –

“Bombogenesis” Dec 25 –

Jan 8 cold weeks, may

require some deficiency 

procedures

• Winter 2013/14 – “Polar 

Vortex”, may require all

emergency procedures
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NYCA Fuel Mix 
*Winter Day - 2018*

Indian Point Still Operating 

Dual Fuel Hydro Natural Gas Nuclear Other Fossil Fuels Other Renewables Wind

NY: Indian Point Retirement To Boost Volatility?

Sources: EIA and NYISO
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Customer Takeaway: Fuel diversity can help mitigate some price risks but 

zero coal units remain in NY and this winter will be the first without Indian 

Point operating. This could pose additional risks for index price volatility 

this winter and beyond.

5,500 MW of Nuclear Generation 

Operating on a Peak Day in Jan 

2018

• The retirement of Indian Point (IP) removes -2,311 MW of 

baseload nuclear electric generation.  

• 3,200 MW of nuclear generation remains

• Replaced by Dual Fuel Units
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NY: Winter Gas and Power Prices
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Customer Takeaway: Spot price volatility in New York during winters past were fueled by record demand and 

pipeline constraints. Below normal or even normal temperatures this winter could mean more volatility following 

Indian Point’s retirement as it make downstate more reliant on gas generation.

Sources: S&P Global Platts Gas Daily, NYISO

Factors Contributing to Price Volatility:

• Tighter Supply 

• Shifting Generation Landscape

• Infrastructure Hurdles

• Prior Winter Temperatures

2013/14 – Nationally 8th, NY 16th

2017/18 – Nationally 51st, NY 41st

2020/21 – Nationally 50th, NY 51st
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MISO & PJM: Got Coal?
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• Coal stockpiles at dangerously low levels drove MISO & PJM to issue new rules in hopes of preventing 

coal-fired generators from running out this winter.

• October stockpiles at 86MM tons, down 35% from last winter

• Reasons: higher usage with rising gas prices, years of declining production, greater export demand 

and supply chain issues. 

• Coal shortages can roil natural gas markets in colder than normal conditions,
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Sources: EIA, PJM

Customer Takeaway: If sustained below normal temperatures in PJM deplete coal inventories this winter to 10 days 

on hand, PJM will restrict operations for reliability purposes. This could lead to greater gas volatility in spot markets 

nationally. Last February, PJM imports were crucial to MISO having sufficient supply to meet demand.



PJM: Index History v. 2022 Forwards
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Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market at COB 11/16/21
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PJM Day-Ahead On Peak Power Prices, Oct ‘21 

• PJM West Hub peak forward prices for 

November were up $35.48/MWh or ~125% 

higher than last year

• Transco Z6-NNY gas prices were up ~125% 

over last year averaging $5.25/MMBtu

+175%
+165%

+162%
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ERCOT: Amending the ORDC Adder

Market Design: The PUCT seeks to have a new market design in place before year end

• Scarcity pricing: Send price signals to generators before reserves fall

• Reduced price cap $9,000 to $4,500/MWh but offset with higher adder when reserves 

are between 5,000 – 6,000 MW (more frequent) with the stated intention of 

implementing a $10/MWh adder to Real Time prices
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Current ORDC Cap: $9,000/MWh

Proposed ORDC Cap: $4,500/MWh

~5 GW coal 

retirements 

in Q1 2018

Solar & 

wind are 

majority of 

new 

capacity
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Sources: PUCT, The Brattle Group



ERCOT: Low Wind & High Outages = Volatility
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• Low wind output (<3 GW) plus high thermal outages (>20 GW) often leads to real time volatility

• On Nov 9th, Dallas was 74o F with 23 GW in outages while on 11/11 it was 66o F and 20 GW in outages

• ERCOT winter strips reflect the risk of much below normal temperatures reducing wind output while stressing 

gas supply to meet increased heating and electric demands
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Sources: ERCOT, Constellation

Customer Takeaway: February’s winter storm exposed risks to natural gas pipeline infrastructure in 

winter months along with the risk of high generation outages and low wind output. ERCOT is limited 

to dispatchable resources of ~72 GW.



CAISO: Aliso Canyon & Redondo Beach Changes

• Aliso Canyon storage capacity limit increased in November by ~17% from 34 Bcf to 41.16 Bcf 

• Redondo Beach Generating Station receives new lease on life till December 2023
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Customer Takeaway: Additional gas storage at Aliso Canyon provides extra operating capacity and 

mitigates supply risks in the event of a high heating demand event. Redondo Beach Generation’s 

two year extended lifespan provides extra capacity in the critical LA Basin load pocket.

Sources: CPUC, SoCalGas



CAISO: Gas Imports Likely Constrained for Winter

• El Paso Pipeline (Line 2000) ruptured in mid-August near the Cimarron compressor station

• Force Majeure declared due to loss of ~560 MMcf/d of imports to the SoCalGas system.

• Currently El Paso has stated that work is scheduled through November 30th and could 

continue through the coming winter.

• The ongoing work along the El Paso Pipeline and the limit this places upon imports to 3.0 

Bcf/d was a key reason supporting the CPUC decision to increase storage at Aliso Canyon.
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Sources: El Paso Natural Gas, S&P Global Platts, Wood Mackenzie

Customer Takeaway: Without line of sight to a return-to-service date for the Cimarron compressor 

station, SoCalGas’s ability to import to meet high demand events remains uncertain.



Please Submit Your Questions

Use panel box at right



Until Next Time …

Thank you for your participation.

Next Webinar: Dec 15th @ 2 PM EST
Save the Date. Your favorite fundamentals 

team will be back in action to review the 

latest winter forecast, talk economics, 

drop hints on Christmas presents for the 

team, and help think about how to position 

your business for the heating season and 

next year.

Stay informed! 
Adjust your subscriptions to receive all of 

the latest market news by visiting 

www.Constellation.com/Subscribe

Register for Upcoming Events
Join us on Dec 2nd at 4 PM EST for a special holiday "Ask the Experts" webinar featuring your 

favorite market commentators in a relaxed Happy Hour-style discussion of all-things energy.

The next Fortunato & Friends webcast, scheduled for Tuesday, Dec 7th at 2 PM EST, will be a 

conversation with Dr. Ann Irvine, Chief Data Scientist at Resilience, discussing Cyber Crime & 

Security: Your Questions, Answered. Register at www.constellation.com/fortunatoandfriends.

Questions or Comments: Contact the Commodities Management Group (CMG) team at: 

CMG@Constellation.com.
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Appendix



PJM: 2023/24 Base Residual Auction (BRA)
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Source: PJM, Utility Dive PJM Inside Lines

Prices from the last auction (2022/23) 

were significantly lower than the 

previous driven by:

o A lower load forecast and 

reserve requirement

o A 19% drop in the net Cost of 

New Entry (CONE)

o Lower offer prices from 

participating resources

The 2022/23 auction produced a price 

of $50/MW-day which was -64% less 

that the last auction held in 2018

• FERC approved PJM’s request to reschedule the 2023/2024 BRA to January 25, 2022

• A “Focused” MOPR will apply to this auction which allows resources like wind farms and nuclear 

power plants with out-of-market income streams to participate without bids being administratively 

inflated per prior bidding rules
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Sources: Constellation, PJM, UtilityDive

Customer Takeaway: Analysts suggest revised MOPR guidelines may suppress auction clearing 

prices again due to similar market parameters that put downward pressure on prices such as load 

forecasts and reserve requirements.



Winter Gas Basis 2022 & 2023

Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of COB 11/16/21
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PJM West Forward Prices Comparison

Cal’22 increase of +60% or $19.06/MWh since Jun’21; Cal’23-26 increase of $9.81/MWh 

or +30% since Jun’21 in Eastern PJM.
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Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of COB 11/16/21
Source: Constellation
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Forward Power Price Trends

Note: These energy-only power prices are an indicative, non-transactable snapshot of the wholesale market as of COB 11/16/21
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Disclaimer 

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which Constellation NewEnergy, Inc. and Constellation 

NewEnergy-Gas Division, LLC (collectively, “Constellation”) believe to be reliable. Constellation does not represent or 

warrant as to its accuracy or completeness. All representations and estimates included herein constitute Constellation’s 

judgment as of the date of this document and may be subject to change without notice. This material has been prepared 

solely for informational purposes relating to our business as a physical energy provider. We are not providing advice 

regarding the value or advisability of trading, or soliciting or accepting orders for, swaps, options or futures, or any other 

activity which would cause us or any of our affiliates to be considered a commodity trading advisor or introducing broker 

under the Commodity Exchange Act. These materials are not intended as a recommendation of, or advice in connection 

with, a municipal financial product or an issuance of municipal securities. Constellation is not a municipal advisor (within 

the meaning of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s rules as to the Registration of Municipal Advisors), is not 

making any financial recommendations to you and is not providing any financial advice. Constellation is not your agent, 

advisor or fiduciary. Constellation has not assumed, and does not owe, a fiduciary duty to you (within the meaning of the 

Securities and Exchange Commission’s rules as to the Registration of Municipal Advisors, or otherwise) with respect to 

the information and material contained herein. You should discuss information of a financial nature with internal or 

external advisors and experts that you deem appropriate before taking any action related thereto. Constellation does not 

make and expressly disclaims, any express or implied guaranty, representation or warranty regarding any opinions or 

statements set forth herein. Constellation shall not be responsible for any reliance upon any information, opinions, or 

statements contained herein or for any omission or error of fact. All prices referenced herein are indicative and 

informational and do not connote the prices at which Constellation may be willing to transact, and the possible 

performance results of any product discussed herein are not necessarily indicative of future results. This material shall 

not be reproduced (in whole or in part) to any other person without the prior written approval of Constellation.


